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SAVE
UP TO

ON A NEW
Xi DISPLAY

40%
DISCOVERIBT

With the launch of our new buyback 
scheme, you could save up to 40% on 
the cost of a new Xi Interactive display 
every 5 years. 

The Xi is one of the most responsive & powerful interactive displays on the 
market. Combine that with some of the best whiteboarding software, and you 
have an interactive display with limitless possibilities to use in any setting. 
The Xi uses the most advanced touchscreen technology, providing longevity 
and high-residual value with one of the lowest power consumptions of any 
interactive display.

Did you know the Xi has a failure rate of 0.068%, making it 
one of the most reliable interactive displays in the world. 

5 YEARS

NEW Xi

UP TO 40%
BUYBACK

GRADE N
GRADE A
GRADE B
GRADE C
GRADE D

New in Box / Like new

Like new condition - minor blemishes

Fully functional - subject to have minor scratches or blemishes on screen / surround

Fully functional - subject to have multiple scratches or dents

Defective / non-working or cosmetically flawed beyond repair

WWW.DISCOVERIBT.COM/BUYBACK

1. You buy a new Xi Interactive display.
2. You keep it for up to 5 years.
3. We buyback your Xi unit, the value of which is determined by its 
condition (GRADE N,A,B,C,D). This then translates into your discount.
4. That discount is then applied to the price of a new Xi (up to 40% 
buyback of your old Xi touchscreen).
5. The same rules apply to your new Xi, meaning you could recieve a 
lifetime of savings, as well as always having fresh new equipment and 
the security of a warranty for your current screen(s).

WHY Xi SHOULD BE YOUR #1 CHOICE

HOW DOES THE BUYBACK SCHEME WORK?

GRADING SYSTEM

We understand that refreshing technology can be a very expensive process, and so most will keep their 
existing hardware way past their warranty duration. We have set up our buyback scheme to be a 
budget friendly option allowing you to always maintain the latest technology with the security of a 
constant warranty, all at a fantastic price. 

BuyBack scheme starts 1st July 2022. 


